In this paper, the combined weighted arithmetic averaging algorithm is proposed to solve multiple attribute decision making within interval numbers.
Introduction
Multiple attribute decision making is to rank all the alternatives as well as select the best. In many situations, a decision maker often only give the attribute values in form of interval numbers. So far much research have been done to it, see [1] [2] [3] [4] .
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In this paper of a new practical decision analysis method based on combined weighted arithmetic averaging algorithm is proposed to solve multiple attributes decision making with interval numbers.
Main Results
Definition 1 For two interval numbers (as in [1] [2] [3] [4] 
and an ideal point
Property if and only if a positive ideal point is the optimal decision point, then 
, n is the balance factor, then CWAA is called a combined weighted arithmetic averaging operator. We solve multiple attribute decision making with intervals by CWAA algorithm.
Step 1 Replace each [ , ]
L U a a of the original decision matrix with the interval median, so get the matrix consisted of interval median = ) (( ) 2)
Step 2 Standard the matrix = ij A a （ ） into standardization matrix ( ) ij R r = . Let 1 2 , I I represent the subscript sets of the benefit type and the cost benefit attributes.
In order to eliminate the influence on the decision result of different physical Combined weighted arithmetic averaging algorithm 2769 dimension, we standard the original attribute value as:
Step 3 Obtain the combined weighted vector to the data in the practical problems,and aggregate each alternative i x by CWAA method, then calculate the overall value 
Step 4 Rank the alternatives and select the best by ( ) i z ω .
Illustrative Example
A bank plans to invest one enterprise from 4 enterprises i x against 5 attributes: 
L U a a of the original decision matrix in Table 1 with the interval median and get the matrix consisted of interval median 
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Step 2 By (1) and (2) So the best alternative is 2 x , and the bank would choose the 2th enterprise.
